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BIOGRAPHY

Jackie Thomas is an Associate Director in the Employment and Labor team. She advises on a wide

range of contentious and non-contentious matters, acting for clients in a variety of sectors including

financial services, retail, real estate and manufacturing.

Jackie has particular expertise in high value litigation and represents employers in both the

Employment Tribunal and in the High Court. Recent cases include: advising on an employment

status and race discrimination arising from the termination of two self-employed contractors; and

age and disability discrimination arising from the termination of a senior executive.

Jackie is also a member of the Employment Investigations group. In this capacity she regularly

advises on the employment aspects of internal and external investigations including: suspension of

regulated employees; the management of overlapping grievance and disciplinary procedures;

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Apr 26, 2023

UK HR two-minute monthly: April 2023

surveillance and monitoring issues; data protection and subject access; the instruction of external

investigators and privilege issues; and employment litigation arising from related dismissals. She

has also acted as an independent grievance investigator on a number of employment

investigations.

On a day-to-day basis, Jackie works with clients to manage challenging HR issues, including cross-

border recruitment, global restructuring exercises, diversity projects and the settlement negotiations

for senior and/or contentious employment terminations.

Jackie is involved in the Firm’s pro bono programme and is currently defending a disability

discrimination and whistleblowing claim in the Employment Tribunal for a UK charity.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

▪ The Law Society

▪ Employment Lawyers Association

ADMISSIONS

England and Wales

Employment & Labor

Health Care Team

Investigations

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Regulation, Compliance & Advisory

Cross-border Employment Issues

Employment Class & Collective Actions

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS
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Our April update includes cases on religious belief discrimination in the education sector, with a school chaplain

preaching to pupils his views on same-sex marriage, a case considering whether the potentially disruptive conduct

of a neurodiverse employee was a consequence of a disability, and an EAT decision on whether an employment

judge was justified in making an “unless” Order striking out the entire claim of a claimant in person. We also

feature a news roundup, including the importance of flexibility to staff retention, a new review of the UK

employment whistleblowing regime, and the progress of employment-related private members bills as they come

ever closer to becoming law.

Insights

Mar 23, 2023

UK HR two-minute monthly: March 2023

Our March update includes new cases on whether a “without prejudice” letter attaching a settlement agreement

and referring to a termination by mutual agreement can be an effective dismissal letter, the role of written

contracts in deciding employment status, and the circumstances in which refusing a flexible working request can

constitute sex discrimination. We also feature a news roundup including annual increases to statutory maximum

awards at the tribunal, with the maximum compensatory award going into six figures for the first time, the

increase in waiting times for tribunal hearings, and news of three employment related private members’ bills

currently making their way through parliament.

Insights

Mar 15, 2023

Has the suit been booted? How employers can best manage post-pandemic dress codes

This article considers changes in employers’ dress codes, focusing on workplaces where formal dress codes, such

as dress or trouser suits/ties/black shoes are, or rather were, the norm. We look at post-pandemic changes to

dress codes, attitudes to work wear and general appearance (including tattoos and piercings), and how

employers can best manage those changes.

Insights

Feb 22, 2023

UK HR two-minute monthly: February 2023

Our February update includes new cases on marital status discrimination, including a general refresher on direct

discrimination, a case of whether private WhatsApp messages can be used in tribunal proceedings, and how to

deal with employees on long-term sickness absence who also suffer from a disability. We also feature a news

roundup including new law on sexual harassment, which will increase employers’ duties and liabilities, the

government’s final position on the menopause, and news on limiting the use of NDAs. 

Insights

Jan 31, 2023

Moonlighting or two-timing? How should employers deal with side-hustles?

If you are an active user of social media, you are likely to have encountered the concept of a “side-hustle”.

 Popularised and promoted by many “influencers”, the side-hustle can take different forms. Traditionally, a side-

hustle would be simply working a second job to earn additional income, for example working during the day in an

office and then pulling pints in the local pub a few nights a week. However, particularly though social media

influencers, the term has now taken on a new dimension, typically starting as a small side-income with the aim of

it becoming a primary source of income, allowing the individual to step back from their day to day role and,

according to influencers, live the life they only dreamed of. With its growing popularity, this blog looks at how
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employers can respond to the trend, with it likely to become more prevalent as we progress through 2023 and the

cost of living crisis continues.

Insights

Jan 19, 2023

UK HR Two-Minute Monthly: January 2023

Our January update includes new cases on “without prejudice” conversations on termination of employment, the

difficulties of applying 100% “Polkey” reductions in unfair dismissal awards, and issues of employers introducing

evidence to counter claims by employees for very long periods of loss of earnings – we also have a news roundup

including CIPD recommendations for Diversity and Inclusion, April 2023 increases to statutory maternity,

paternity, adoption, parental bereavement and sick pay, companies signing up to a four-day week and last but not

least, whether the term “HR” is out of date.

Insights

Dec 15, 2022

UK HR Two-Minute Monthly: December 2022

Our December update includes new case law on a very unusual take on taxing payments under settlement

agreements, how difficult it can be to withdraw an appeal and stop a dismissal from vanishing, and the

consequences, even if you win, of not mitigating your loss by trying to find alternative work. It also includes news

updates on the ICO guidance on employee health and safety, accent bias in the workplace, and ethnicity pay

gaps.  

Insights

Dec 12, 2022

Fight for the right (not) to party?

Insights

Nov 17, 2022

UK HR Two Minute Monthly: November 2022

Our November update includes new case law on settlement agreements, particularly the extent to which they can

prevent future claims, satisfying statutory requirements for protected disclosures in whistleblowing cases and an

interesting case on redundancy consultation featuring a “pool of one”. It also includes a news roundup on new

proposed “strike-breaking” legislation, more news on employment and the menopause, and important

employment guidance from the ICO on the monitoring of employees.


